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Projective Measurement Description

Ideal Measurement
Naïve extension of von Neumann’s postulate to composite systems:
1) A projection happens instantaneously at the moment of measurement

(in a prescribed reference frame);
2) The post-measurement state (post-MS) is one of the eigenstates of the 

operator for the measured variable.
*The number of projectors may not be the same as dimension of Hilbert space.

When the same, called the “complete orthogonal measurement”.
[Beckman, Gottesman, Kitaev, Preskill, 2002]

Postulate of Quantum Measurement [Von Neumann 1932]
When an  external agency measures the observable associated 
with the eigenbasis {Ψn}, the state of the wave function

Ψ =  Σn an Ψn

1) changes discontinuously and instantaneously
2) from Ψ to one of the eigenstate Ψm

3) with Born probability |am|2. 
Then Ψm becomes the new initial state for the evolution afterwards.



R.Sorkin, in B. L. Hu and T. A. Jacobson (eds), “Directions in General Relativity, 
Vol.II: a Collections of Essays in honor of Dieter Brill’s 60th Birthday” (CUP ‘93)

if “yes”

x

Measuring φy

Measurement to verify whether the field
is in a one-particle state        of mode p. 

y A “kick” 

Alice Bob
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Quantum measurement in relativistic quantum field theory can 
produce superluminal signaling, and so violate causality. 

if “yes”

x

Expectation value 
depends on λ

Measurement to verify whether the field
is in a one-particle state        of mode p. 

y

R.Sorkin, in B. L. Hu and T. A. Jacobson (eds), “Directions in General Relativity, 
Vol.II: a Collections of Essays in honor of Dieter Brill’s 60th Birthday” (CUP ‘93)

Measuring φy of a collection 
of the field states

A “kick” 

Alice Bob
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Alice

Quantum measurement in relativistic quantum field theory can 
produce superluminal signaling, and so violate causality,

even if |1> of a mode is replaced by |1> of the wave packet. 
[Benincasa, Borsten, Buck, Dowker 2012]

if “yes”

x

Expectation value 
depends on λ

Measurement to verify whether the field
is in a one-particle state        of mode p. 

which has not been given yet in some frames!

R.Sorkin, in B. L. Hu and T. A. Jacobson (eds), “Directions in General Relativity, 
Vol.II: a Collections of Essays in honor of Dieter Brill’s 60th Birthday” (CUP ‘93)

y
Bob

A “kick” 
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Questions
1. Such causality violation is due to

a. Entanglement in the 1-particle state?
b. Spatial non-locality of the variables?

2. Particularly in Relativistic Quantum Field Theory (RQFT)? 

Claims
1a. Entanglement is not crucial. 
1b. Inconsistency is due to (“non-demolition” + degeneracy), 

rather than spatial nonlocality, 
2. Even easier to happen in QM systems.

For quantum fields in continuous, non-compact space, 
such formal causality violation will be suppressed.
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Quantum Non-Demolition State Verification (QNDSV) for |ψ >
“yes”,  post-MS =  |ψ >;
“no”,   post-MS =  some state orthogonal to |ψ >.

[Aharonov, Albert, Vaidman 1986]

if “yes”

y

Expectation value 
depends on λ

x
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Nonlocal projective QNDSV violates causality even if 
both the initial state and the verified state are separable.

“Quantum Nonlocality w/o Entanglement” [Groisman, Reznik 02]

or

if “yes”
QNDSV for

separable

Atom A
Alice

Atom B
Bob

separable

1 or UA
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Entanglement is not cruicial.

Without QNDSV, the value of          is equal to the one taken after
a POVM with projection operators of the basis vectors

: eigenstates of      in arbitrary direction with eigenvalues     .
In our QNDSV,                 must be one of the possible post-MS.

“non-demolition”     
So the value of          is equal to the one taken after a POVM

with projection operators of the basis vectors

degeneracy

There is a dependence between the outcome at Atom 1 and 
the set of basis vectors of Atom 2, namely,   
(       eigenstates of      )  and ( eigenstates of       ).
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QNDSV can’t 
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Entanglement is not cruicial.

Without QNDSV, the value of          is equal to the one taken after
a POVM with projection operators of the basis vectors

: eigenstates of      in arbitrary direction with eigenvalues     .
In our QNDSV,                 must be one of the possible post-MS.

[Groisman, Reznik 02] Relax “non-demolition”?   
So the value of          is equal to the one taken after a POVM

with projection operators of the basis vectors

degeneracy

There is a dependence between the outcome at Atom 1 and 
the set of basis vectors of Atom 2, namely,   
(       eigenstates of      )  and ( eigenstates of       ).
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Entanglement is not cruicial.

Without QNDSV, the value of          is equal to the one taken after
a POVM with projection operators of the basis vectors

: eigenstates of      in arbitrary direction with eigenvalues     .
In our QNDSV,                 must be one of the possible post-MS.

[Groisman, Reznik 02] Relax “non-demolition”?   
So the value of          is equal to the one taken after a POVM

with projection operators of the basis vectors

degeneracy

There is a dependence between the outcome at Atom 1 and 
the set of basis vectors of Atom 2, namely,   
(       eigenstates of      )  and ( eigenstates of       ).
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable

Total spin angular momentum squared  S2 = | S1 +S2 |2

[Aharonov, Albert, Vaidman 1986]

,                  ,                   
[Breuer, Petruccione 1999]

RQ-local op.

measuring S2

basis { S, Ms } :
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable

Ideal measurement of nonlocal variables can lead to 
superluminal signaling. [Aharonov, Albert, Vaidman 1986]

,                  ,                   
[Breuer, Petruccione 1999]

RQ-local op.

measuring S2

basis { S, Ms } :
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable

Ideal measurement of nonlocal variables can lead to 
superluminal signaling. [Aharonov, Albert, Vaidman 1986]

If we insist that causality cannot be violated, then quantum 
measurement of S2 in relativistic systems must not be ideal?
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable

The eigenstates of S2 are

Possible Resolutions: 

A. Perhaps no nonlocal measurement is possible…
Using registers/probes, local interactions, and local measurements to 
get nonlocal quantities.
[Vaidman 03, Groisman & Reznik 02, Popescu & Vaidman 94, AAV 86,…]
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable

The eigenstates of S2 are

Possible Resolutions: 

A. Perhaps no nonlocal measurement is possible…, or

B. Add more restrictions to the physical R-nonlocal measurements 
in addition to the Hermitianity in QM and the covariance in relativity, 
gauge invariance in gauge field thoeries, …etc
then see how far we can go.
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable

B1: Restricting physical observables by the Causality Principle: 
[Aharonov, Albert, Vaidman 1986; Popescu, Vaidman 1994]

Expectation values 
if B(1) and U(2) are spacelike separated.
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable

The eigenstates of S2

Suppose the pre-MS is              ,  then after an IM of S2, it may collapse to

or  

even if A and B are located at the same point –
once A and B are distinguishable.
We have to specify all the possible post-MS to eliminate the ambiguity.
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable

B2: Restrictions on physical post-MS:

Although the eigenstates of S2 are

The post-MS of S2 has to be one of the following eigenstates

when S2 is nonlocal in space.                      ~ Bell state measurement.
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Keeping distinguishability, introducing spatial nonlocality:

The only measurements without violating causality are those associated 
with the operators O with the eigenstates [Popescu, Vaidman 1994]

1)                                      or    2)

local op.

Measuring O
?’?

1  
1/2

1  
1/2
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Two Harmonic Oscillators

Harmonic Oscillators QA and QB  separated in space, 

Initial state

PreMS

“Naïve” post-MS
dep. on λ 

Superluminal signaling

Measuring
N+ (Q+ , P+)

Eigenstate of 
excitation number N

Not affected
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Two Harmonic Oscillators

Harmonic Oscillators QA and QB separated in space

Suppose the post-MS of N+ is 
either                              or                                 ( n, s = 0,1,2,3,…,S ), 

the parity-even (b=0) and parity-odd (b=1) parts of the phase state

then we will have                           and          ,                          . 
λ− dependence will be suppressed.
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Two Harmonic Oscillators

Harmonic Oscillators QA and QB separated in space

Suppose the post-MS of N+ is 
either                              or                                 ( n, s = 0,1,2,3,…,S ), 

then we will have                         and          ,                          . 
λ− dependence will be suppressed.

Local information of QB before the nonlocal measurement will be erased or 
washed out.

1. Whether or not the measurement has done is detectable by Bob. 
The “external agent” has to have nothing to say to Bob or Alice.

2.                                                    diverges after measurement:  above
projective measurement of N+ may introduce infinite energy to the system. 

3. If we keep S finite, then causality will be violated formally.
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R.Sorkin, in B. L. Hu and T. A. Jacobson (eds), “Directions in General Relativity, 
Vol.II: a Collections of Essays in honor of Dieter Brill’s 60th Birthday” (CUP ‘93)

if “yes”

x

Measuring φy

y A “kick” 

Ideal Measurement of 
particle number Np of mode p. 
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable in RQFT

Field amplitudes φx and φy separated in space: If 

and if the post-MS of Np for some mode p is one of the states

,                          ~  phase states,

then we won’t have superluminal signaling, but infinite energy may be 
needed to measure.
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable in RQFT

Field amplitudes φx and φy separated in space: If 

and if the post-MS of Np for some mode p is one of the states

,                          ~  phase states,

then we won’t have superluminal signaling, but infinite energy may be 
needed to measure.
If, alternatively, the post-MS is one of the “naïve” states,
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Ideal Measurement of Nonlocal Variable in RQFT

Field amplitudes φx and φy separated in space: If
the post-M state is one of the “naïve” states,

we will have
0,

RQFT is  more   tolerant to the nonlocal measurement than QM is.

λ dependence is suppressed 
by the volume of the 
background position space
(or the IR cutoff).

27

Huge ensemble is needed
in taking expectation values 
to detect tiny differences.



Quantum Non-Demolition State Verification (QNDSV) for |ψ >
“yes”,  post-MS =  |ψ >;
“no”,   post-MS =  some state orthogonal to |ψ >.

[Aharonov, Albert, Vaidman 1986]

if “yes”

y

Expectation value 
depends on λ

x
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QNDSV for Eigenstate of Nonlocal Var. in RQFT Revisited

Field amplitudes φx and φy separated in space:  
Even in Sorkin’s example with QNDSV, a straightforward calculation
gives

RQFT is (more)2 tolerant to the nonlocal measurement than QM is.
Possibility of superluminal signaling is not strong enough to reject the 
naïve spatially nonlocal measurement in RQFT.

λ dependence is suppressed by the IR cutoff, and 
further suppressed by the UV cutoff in g-1

yy.

where
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Questions
1. Such causality violation is due to

a. Entanglement in the 1-particle state?
b. Spatial nonlocality of the variables?

2. Particularly in Relativistic Quantum Field Theory (RQFT)? 

Conclusions
1a. Entanglement is not crucial. 
1b. Inconsistency is due to (“non-demolition” + degeneracy), 

rather than spatial nonlocality, 
2. Even easier to happen in QM systems.

For quantum fields in a continuous, non-compact space, 
such formal causality violation will be suppressed.

With such kind of projective measurements included in the theory, 
RQFT can still be effectively causal. [SYL, arXiv: 1310.2504]
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